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Policy Brief
Accelera�ng ecotourism development in the Congo Basin
Key Messages
To date, ecotourism development in the
Congo Basin has not been a priority
and the necessary enabling conditions
have not been put in place.
A recent study commissioned by the
CBFP explored the challenges to
developing ecotourism in the Congo
Basin, and identified actions and
recommendations to overcome these.
Governments should play a key role in
accelerating ecotourism development
by putting in place necessary enabling
conditions. The CBFP and other interna-

Tourism in Africa often takes center stage when discussing the continent’s economic development and its future potential. For many African countries, tourism revenue is an important source of income and
helps create jobs, promote entrepreneurship, and develop local economies. Tourism as a development tool in Africa was recognized by the
African Union (AU). This was especially noted in the African Agenda
2063 and the 2004 AU-NEPAD Tourism Action Plan, as well as the subsequent Ministerial Working Group meetings that took place in 2014
and 2016 (AU, 2014, 2016). These working groups all recognized the importance of improving state-business relationships through public-private partnerships (PPPs), improving local and regional air access (Open
Skies for Africa), and improving visa access (African Common Passport) (AU, 2016). However, while the national government members of
the AU all support these important enabling conditions, very little has
been done. To date in the Congo Basin, tourism development has not
been a priority and the necessary enabling conditions have not been
put in place.
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Policy Op�ons and Recommenda�ons
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Derogations or exemptions could inclu-

ments would remove two of the most

jointly as a single, regional destination is

de specific relief for visas, and easing of

important obstacles to tourism develop-

a more promising way forward than

restrictions on private aviation business.

ment, making travel easier and more af-

promoting each single product or coun-

Currently, for tourists traveling to Odzala

fordable, which in turn would make the

try in isolation. This could help create

(Republic of Congo), a visa can be obtai-

region far more competitive.

the appearance of a safe, stable, and

ned on entry at the international airport

uniquely attractive “new rainforest desti-

if arriving from countries that do not

Finally, to understand marketing strate-

nation”. Ideally, countries would be inspi-

have a Congolese Embassy. In Virunga,

gies that brought success to rainforests

red to foster collaboration and distribute

an entry visa is granted by the park aut-

as ecotourism destinations elsewhere,

the costs and risks away from single go-

horities as part of the park entry fees.

one should review marketing efforts in

vernments. Pooled resources could be

These specific, negotiated waivers al-

Amazonia and Southeast Asia. A regio-

mobilized for this joint product, associa-

ready in place could be expanded to co-

nal public relations and marketing cam-

ting the region with a new positive “rain-

ver all tourists for the aforementioned

paign for Congo Basin ecotourism could

forest” image rather than the historical

and other companies. By relaxing speci-

be elaborated by the TAG. The outcome

negative images that currently saturate

fic immigration policies, and restrictions

could include a five-year marketing stra-

the media and marketing space.

related to private aviation, the govern-

tegy. Marketing the existing products

Conclusion and outlook
Ecotourism can become a significant

ned to play a key role in accelerating

to moving the region out of obscurity,

contributor to the socio-economic deve-

ecotourism development by assisting its

away from negative images and into a

lopment of the Congo Basin. The rainfo-

government partners to put in place the

future where ecotourism is a driver of

rest attractions are unique in the world

necessary enabling conditions and in

economic sustainability.

and offer incredible opportunities for

removing existing obstacles. The CBFP

entrepreneurial business developers to

could do this by facilitating a regional

create a dynamic economic sector that

presidential summit, opening its doors to

has the potential to help propel the regi-

ecotourism business members, and

on forward. The CBFP is uniquely positio-

creating a CBFP action group dedicated
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